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Monteringsanvisning - Assembly Instructions - Montierungsanweisung
Instructions pour le montage

Diagram of Victoria equipment with parts labeled and quantities indicated.
WEAVING ON VICTORIA

On Victoria you can weave anything possible to weave with 4 harnesses. Please read the assembly instruction carefully before you begin the assembling. Note how the warp shall go around the warpbeams.

On a floorloom the shed is made by lowering the treadles. On Victoria the shed is made by raising the grips. The shed on a tableloom will never be as wide as on a floorloom.

Use an ordinary shuttle but don’t make the yarnspools too big.

Avoid reeds with more teeth than 70 per 10 centimeter.

Victoria is a very nice loom for smaller works like pillows, tablets and scarfs which don’t need too hard beating. Victoria is not made for carpets.

The grips can also be fastened in the front hole.

2-harness weaving

Always use all four harnesses.

Tie the grips so the grip to the right always lifts the first harness (the harness in the back). In 2 harness-weaving you will lift No.1 and 3 for the first shed and No.2 and 4 for the second shed.

Victoria is now ready also for 4-harness weaving